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DO HARVEST REFUGES BUFFER KANGAROOS AGAINST
EVOLUTIONARY RESPONSES TO SELECTIVE HARVESTING?
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Abstract. There is a wealth of literature documenting a directional change of body
size in heavily harvested populations. Most of this work concentrates on aquatic systems,
but terrestrial populations are equally at risk. This paper explores the capacity of harvest
refuges to counteract potential effects of size-selective harvesting on the allele frequency
of populations. We constructed a stochastic, individual-based model parameterized with
data on red kangaroos. Because we do not know which part of individual growth would
change in the course of natural selection, we explored the effects of two alternative models
of individual growth in which alleles affect either the growth rate or the maximum size.
The model results show that size-selective harvesting can result in significantly smaller
kangaroos for a given age when the entire population is subject to harvesting. In contrast,
in scenarios that include dispersal from harvest refuges, the initial allele frequency remains
virtually unchanged.
Key words: body size; environmental stochasticity; genetic effects; harvest refuge; individual-
based model; kangaroo; Macropus rufus; size-selective harvesting.
INTRODUCTION
Changes in body size in response to selective har-
vesting are of great interest and there are several mod-
els of the underlying mechanisms of this phenomenon.
Ratner and Lande (2001) review empirical and theo-
retical work in this area and summarize the mechanisms
proposed to explain observed changes in body size in
harvested populations. They identify three categories
of possible mechanisms: (1) abiotic factors influencing
fish growth and development, e.g., large-scale ocean
regime shifts that change water temperature, salinity,
or eutrophication; (2) biotic factors, including relaxing
density-dependent effects on growth due to changes in
the population density; and (3) effect of harvesting on
population demography and genetics. Their review
concentrates on marine and freshwater organisms, but
applies generally to harvested animals.
Among terrestrial animals, ‘‘trophy’’ species, such
as the Saiga antelope (Saiga tatarica), elephants,
moose, or elk, are selectively harvested because antlers
or tusks have a higher value than animal meat. Theo-
retical work on moose (Alces alces) (Hundertmark et
al. 1993) and elk (Cervus elaphus) (Thelen 1991) sug-
gests that selective harvesting of bulls with a minimum
antler length can change the frequency of alleles fa-
voring antler growth. There is also empirical evidence
for the potential of selective harvesting to influence the
distribution of traits. For example, in South Luangwa
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National Park in Zambia, the proportion of tuskless
elephants (Loxodonta africana) increased from 11% to
38% in only 20 years due to ivory poaching (Jachmann
et al. 1995).
Changing allele frequencies in terrestrial species has
important implications for conservation managers as
well. For example, sanctuaries for endangered species
are occasionally so successful that managers are forced
to control population density through translocations or
culling (e.g., Sukumar 1991, Armbruster and Lande
1993, Chapman et al. 1998, Treydte et al. 2001). In
this case, potential indirect genetic effects of ‘‘har-
vesting’’ cannot be ignored.
In Australia there is increasing concern about the
possible consequences of selective harvesting of kan-
garoos (Croft 1999). This paper uses a stochastic sim-
ulation model to explore the impact of harvesting on
potential genetic controls of growth and survival in
kangaroos. The results are directly relevant to the spe-
cific issue of kangaroo management. Management
strategies can influence harvesting rate, minimum size
of the target animal, and the size and location of harvest
refuges. We also use the model to make more general
comments on the evolutionary impact of size-selective
harvesting in a stochastic environment.
Selective harvesting can alter the pattern of age- or
size-specific mortality, which also can produce evo-
lutionary change in life history and morphological
traits (Miller 1957, Handfort et al. 1977, Ricker 1981,
Wohlfarth 1986, Nelson and Soule´ 1987, Edley and
Law 1988, Law 1991, Policansky 1993, Rijnsdorp
1993, Murphy et al. 1994, Hutchings 1999). Models
exploring the evolutionary dynamics of body size under
harvesting often make the simplifying assumption that
harvesting is the only source of selection on size (Law
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1991, Law and Rowell 1993). Ratner and Lande (2001)
criticize these assumptions because most populations
experience natural selection with respect to polygenic
(quantitative) morphological traits. In their view, ‘‘sta-
bilizing viability selection and directional fecundity se-
lection on size traits interact with size-selective har-
vesting, and models that omit these interactions may
produce incomplete or misleading results.’’ Our model
therefore includes increased mating success for larger
males and reduced survival in drought as other sources
of selection on body size.
Theoretical work usually considers harvesting strat-
egies that differ in their degrees of size selectivity, i.e.,
a range of minimum sizes (Law 1991, Law and Rowell
1993). In fish the minimum size is often determined
by the mesh size of the fishing nets, and fish above that
size have the same probability of being caught regard-
less of population density. In terrestrial animals, the
size selectivity is more complex. The minimum size is
usually dictated by economic factors or regulations, but
the probability of harvesting an individual depends on
the population density and the individual’s size relative
to the size of other animals. If the population density
is low, it takes harvesters a long time to find an animal;
consequently, they harvest it as long as it is above the
minimum marketable size. With increasing population
density, the encounter rate increases and harvesters be-
come more selective because large animals are often
more valuable and there is usually a limit to the number
that can be harvested in a single foray (e.g., vehicle
size). Such capacity effects also have the potential to
affect size selectivity in marine systems (Gillis et al.
1995a, b).
In this paper, one of the primary questions is how
dispersal of individuals from a nonharvested area (a
refuge) may counteract the genetic impact of size-se-
lective harvesting. There is a growing interest in the
role of marine reserves to conserve the genetic viability
and identity of marine stock (Trexler and Travis 2000,
Conover and Munch 2002). Such systems can be de-
scribed as source–sink metapopulations, in which the
refuge population acts as source and the harvested pop-
ulation as sink. Theoretical work (e.g., Wootton and
Bell 1992, Donovan et al. 1995, Dias 1996, Gaona et
al. 1998) suggests that metapopulations with at least
one source population have a lower probability of ex-
tinction. Thus, we can expect that harvest refuges will
increase the demographic viability of the kangaroo
population. The existence of harvest refuges in the kan-
garoo system and their potential effect on demographic
and genetic viability depend on the spatial variability
in harvest and the mobility of kangaroo populations.
The maximum annual rate of kangaroo harvesting is
determined by state conservation agencies and is a quo-
ta for an entire state. The annual quota varies between
15% and 20% of the statewide population estimated
with harvest-independent surveys. However, harvest-
ing is usually concentrated in some areas whereas oth-
ers are not harvested at all because of differences in
accessibility and the location of refrigeration units for
carcass storage. This spatial variation in harvesting
rates implicitly creates harvest refuges, which may re-
plenish kangaroo abundance in the harvested areas (Po-
ple 1996). It is reasonable to assume that only natural
selection influences kangaroo populations in refuge ar-
eas.
Whether or not spatial variability in harvest actually
improves the demographic and genetic viability of a
harvested population depends on the movement rates
between harvested and nonharvested areas (Trexler and
Travis 2000). If movement rates are too low, the two
areas will function as independent populations, and
both natural and artificial selection will lead to genetic
divergence. If movement rates are too high, the two
areas effectively become one, and there also will be no
genetic benefit to harvest refuges. Kangaroos, partic-
ularly red kangaroos (Macropus rufus), are in general
very mobile (Frith 1964, Bailey 1971, Denny 1980,
Priddel 1987, Priddel et al. 1988a, b, Croft 1991, Nor-
bury et al. 1994). The majority of the population does
not move more than 10 km/year, but some individuals
disperse over distances of tens or hundreds of kilo-
meters. Exactly where this places kangaroos on the
scale of movement effects on genetics just described
is unclear, so in what follows, we explore the sensitivity
of our results to a broad range of movement rates.
This paper describes a model of the genetic conse-
quences of selective harvesting on the frequency of
genes determining kangaroo body size and survival in
droughts. Analytical quantitative genetic models usu-
ally assume a normal phenotype distribution, random
mating, and constant genetic variance (Lande 1976,
Falconer and Mackay 1996, Ratner and Lande 2001).
In many biological systems these assumptions are vi-
olated. Our model is a stochastic, individual-based sim-
ulation model that allows us to consider more complex
scenarios that would not be feasible in an analytical
model. Comprehensive stochastic computer simula-
tions are increasingly used to test predictions of ana-
lytical models (e.g., Bu¨rger 1999, Reeve 2000). The
results of the model suggest that size-selective har-
vesting results in a higher frequency of genotypes with
smaller asymptotic size or growth rate, in agreement
with other models of size-selective harvesting (e.g.,
Law 1991, Law and Rowell 1993, Ratner and Lande
2001). If there is dispersal from refuge populations, the
initial gene frequency remains virtually unchanged.
This model is tailored to red kangaroos, but we believe
that the predictions would apply to a variety of other
species living in arid environments, such as the African
savannah or the Arabian Peninsula.
MODEL OVERVIEW
In the literature there are numerous attempts to model
the population dynamics of kangaroos as a function of
rainfall, resource availability, density dependence, and
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environmental stochasticity (see review in Cairns 1989,
McCarthy 1996). Our objective is not to create a com-
plex model of population dynamics as it relates to the
environment, but to evaluate the potential for evolu-
tionary change as a result of size-selective harvesting.
Thus we ignore interspecific competition (e.g., with
sheep) and the interactions of pasture growth and kan-
garoo performance. Instead, we use rainfall as a sur-
rogate for resource availability. Large kangaroos are
gregarious; the only permanent grouping is between a
female and her dependent young-at-foot (Jarman and
Coulson 1989). Although relatively large groups some-
times form, these groups are unstable in their com-
position (Croft 1980). In the interests of keeping the
model from becoming too complex, we ignore small-
scale group structure in our model.
The model includes demographic and environmental
stochasticity. Demographic stochasticity means that at
any point in time there is a probability that an indi-
vidual dies or reproduces. The random nature of sex
determination of offspring is also included. Environ-
mental stochasticity enters the model through rainfall.
Rainfall strongly influences the population dynamics
of arid-zone kangaroos through food availability. The
population size fluctuates to a great extent as a con-
sequence of including environmental stochasticity in
the model.
The model is individual based, and therefore each
individual is tracked as a unique and discrete entity.
Individual-based modeling is a widely used tool for
simulating ecological systems (see review in Grimm
1999, Grimm et al. 1999), especially for models where
individual variability is critical for the population dy-
namics. Our model keeps track of the individual prop-
erties of age, size, sex, and genotype. At every time
step (5 two months), the model cycles over lists of
males and females and determines the fate of each in-
dividual. The different population processes occur in
the following sequence:
1. Rainfall.—At the beginning of each year the an-
nual rainfall is determined by randomly drawing a num-
ber from historical rainfall data that have been collected
for 123 years at Menindee (near Kinchega National
Park) in western New South Wales, Australia. This pa-
rameter is treated as an indicator for the availability of
resources, such as food and water, for the whole year.
2. Harvesting.—In our model, harvesting starts 100
years after the beginning of a simulation run, to allow
the gene frequencies and age distributions to approach
equilibrium. At the beginning of each year, the number
of kangaroos to be harvested is calculated from the
kangaroo density of the previous year and the har-
vesting quota. Individuals are chosen randomly from
male and female lists and are exposed to harvesting.
The probability of being shot depends on the size of
the chosen kangaroo and overall kangaroo abundance.
3. Mating and reproduction.—Each female without
a pouch young mates and gives birth to a pouch young
with probability f; the sex is assigned randomly with
a sex ratio of 1:1. The father of the offspring is deter-
mined in two steps: first, the female encounters a male
chosen randomly from the list of mature males, and
second, the probability that this male successfully
mates with the female depends on his size relative to
all other males. Both successful and unsuccessful males
go back to the list and may be selected again. This
process is repeated until the female is successfully mat-
ed. It is possible that a male can have more than one
opportunity to mate with a particular female, and some-
times even very small males will mate successfully.
Newborn kangaroos can die at birth; the probability of
death increases with increasing kangaroo abundance.
4. Natural mortality, aging, and growing.—At each
time step there is a chance that an individual will die.
If a female dies, her dependent offspring die with her.
The surviving individuals age by one time step and
increase in size. Based on its new age, an individual
may move up one stage class. For example, at the age
of 8 months, pouch young turn into ‘‘young-at-foot,’’
and at the age of 12 months, young-at-foot turn into
subadults. New subadults are independent of their
mother and, depending on their sex, they are added to
female or male lists. Whether female subadults reach
maturity depends not only on age, but also on their size
and the amount of rainfall.
5. Dispersal.—At every time step some individuals
move between harvested and nonharvested popula-
tions. Dispersing individuals from the refuge popula-
tion replace harvested individuals to some extent and
increase the genetic variability of the harvested pop-
ulation.
Note that processes (1) and (2) occur only every sixth
time step.
MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
We use the following notational conventions in what
follows: i and j index individuals in a population, and
i usually refers to a ‘‘focal’’ individual, whereas j is
used in summations over entire populations; y is size,
z is sex, and x is age in time steps; m is a probability
of dying during a time step; p is always a probability
of an event occurring during a single time step, and
the subscript identifies the event. All model parameters
are listed in Table 1, and the estimation of the param-
eters is described in Appendix A.
Sex ratio
In large, sexually dimorphic, polygynous mammals
such as kangaroos, the variance in the reproductive
success of males is greater than in females. Current
theory suggests that in these animals, a mother that is
in good condition should preferentially conceive sons
and provide them with above-average parental care,
and a mother that is in poor condition should prefer-
entially conceive daughters and provide them with be-
low-average parental care (Trivers and Willard 1972,
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TABLE 1. Base value of model parameters, and the probability distribution functions (PDF) used in the sensitivity analysis.
Parameter
Description Symbol† Conditions Base value PDF‡
Maturity
Intercept
Weight
Age
Rain
Age : rain
w0 (3)
w1 (3)
w2 (3)
w3 (3)
w2,3 (3)
1.137
0.653
28.298
20.046
0.033
normal (1.137, 5)
normal (0.653, 0.14)
normal (28.298, 3.4)
normal (20.046, 0.016)
normal (0.033, 0.01)
Male bias in birth a 0.5 beta (12, 5)
Male dominance v (4) 5 gamma (5, 1)
Birth rate f 0.95 beta (40, 2)
Dispersal
From harvested to non-
harvested
From nonharvested to
harvested
Male bias
«H→NH (13)
«NH→H (14)
u
0.001
0.001
0.6
gamma (2, 400)
gamma (3.5, 150)
beta (6, 4)
Mortality
Age r (5)
k (5)
x*
age , x*
age $ x*
age , x*
age $ x*
0.05§
0.05§
0.3§
10§
14
gamma (60, 1600)
gamma (60, 1600)
gamma (10, 33)
normal (10, 1)
normal (14, 1.5)
Rainfall m0 (8)
b (7)
males
females
young
males
females
young
0.5
0.55
0.2
0.01
0.01
0.014
beta (12, 12)
beta (14.5, 12)
beta (2, 14)
gamma (10, 1000)
gamma (10, 1000)
gamma (20, 1430)
Density dependence
Genes
v (9)
m (C1)\
d (C1)\
young only 0.001
0.085
0.009
beta (4, 3000)
gamma (4, 47)
gamma (4, 444)
Growth
Age y` (10)
c (10)
x0 (10)
males
females
males
females
males
females
190
160
0.25
0.47
23.4
22
normal (190, 10)
normal (160, 10)
beta (20, 60)
beta (45, 50)
normal (23.4, 0.3)
normal (22, 0.3)
Rainfall g (12)
h (12)
1.2
0.015
gamma (20, 17)
gamma (10, 666)
Genes sgrowth, 1
sgrowth, 2
genes→y`
genes→c
8
0.05
normal (8, 1.5)
normal (0.05, 0.01)
Harvesting k (1) 0.0001 normal (0.0001, 0.00003)
Mortality rate mharvest
f (1) 0.5 normal (0.5, 0.2)
Minimum size
Quota
ymin
q
142 mm (ø25 kg)
0.15
normal (25, 5)
normal (0.15, 0.03)
† Numbers in parentheses indicate the equation in which the parameter is used.
‡ Numbers in parentheses are the parameters of the PDF used in the sensitivity analysis.
§ Parameters that were varied independently for both sexes in the sensitivity analysis.
\ Eq. C.1 in Appendix C.
Maynard Smith 1980). In the empirical literature, there
is mixed support for this theory. Some researchers
found that the sex ratio of newborns varies with en-
vironmental conditions (kangaroos; Johnson and Jar-
man [1983]), maternal age, social rank, and body con-
dition (red deer; Clutton-Brock et al. [1982]; red-
necked wallabies Macropus rufogriseus and eastern
grey kangaroos M. giganteus; Stuart-Dick and Higgin-
bottom [1989]). In contrast, in an extensive study over
three years on red kangaroos M. rufus (n . 2000),
Pople (1996) detected little sex bias in pouch young
and no relationship between pouch young sex and ma-
ternal age or condition.
For reasons of parsimony, we assume in our model
that environment and size do not affect the sex ratio.
It is unlikely that variation in the sex ratio would
change the model predictions notably because under
size-selective harvesting, the largest individuals of
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each sex are killed, resulting in natural selection fa-
voring smaller individuals.
Harvesting
In the model we assume that a given proportion, q,
of the kangaroo population is harvested each year.
Based on q and the kangaroo abundance, n, the number
of harvested individuals (5 target) is calculated and
individuals are removed randomly at the beginning of
each year. In the model we assume the following sce-
nario: If a shooter encounters a group of animals (s)he
usually shoots the largest one first and the other animals
in the group escape. Group size is bigger when kan-
garoo abundance is larger, and at very low density, only
solitary animals are encountered. Therefore, the prob-
ability of a kangaroo surviving harvest, 1 2 mharvest,
depends on its size relative to the size of the other
kangaroos, and kangaroo abundance, and is calculated
as follows:
0 if y , yi minm 5 (1)2harvest,i kny if if y $ yi min2kn yO j j
where yi is the size of kangaroo i, f is a scaling constant
to adjust for different harvesting pressure, n is the
abundance of adult and subadult kangaroos, and k is
an index determining how size-selective harvesters are.
With increasing n, the selectivity for bigger animals
increases, and if kn2 is close to 0, all animals above
the minimum size, ymin, have an equal probability of
being shot. We use n2 rather than n to increase the effect
of abundance on mharvest.
To determine which animal is harvested and removed
from the population, we randomly choose males and
females from the population. Chosen individuals are
‘‘shot’’ with the probability mharvest, and are removed from
the population. If a female is shot, all of her dependent
young die with her. However, the young are not counted
toward the harvesting target. Surviving individuals re-
main in the population. Individuals can be chosen more
than once and there is a chance that relatively small
individuals will be harvested. The random selection pro-
cess continues until the target quota proportion q of the
current population has been harvested.
Reproduction
In the model, the probability that a female will reach
maturity, pmature depends on her age (x), size (y), and
the current rainfall (R), and is given by
lpe
p (y, x, R) 5 (2)mature lp1 1 e
lp 5 w 1 y w 1 xw 1 Rw 1 xRw (3)0 i 1 2 3 2,3
where lp is the linear predictor.
We have no data to estimate the probability of mat-
uration for males. Therefore, we assume that males
randomly mature between 2.5 and 3.5 years. For males,
the timing of maturity has only a small influence on
fitness because males less than 4 years old are relatively
small in size compared to the rest of the male popu-
lation and, consequently, have a very low probability
of mating.
The probability that male i will mate successfully
after encountering a female, pmating(y, v), is given by
vyip (y, v) 5 , v $ 0 (4)mating vyO j
j
where yi is the size of kangaroo i, and the summation
is over all mature males, and v determines how much
the relative size of individual i influences mating suc-
cess. For v . 1, the influence is large; for 0 , v , 1,
the influence is small; and for v 5 0, the mating success
is independent of size.
Mortality
The natural mortality depends on age, sex, and rain-
fall (Frith and Sharman 1964, Newsome 1965, Bayliss
1985, Shepherd 1987, Pople 1996). For very young
animals, there is an additional independent mortality
event, the probability of which is a function of total
population abundance. Independence means that sur-
viving one phase does not alter the probability of dying
in a later phase. The mortality probability that we cal-
culate, R,x,z, where R is the annual rainfall for the cur-m
rent year, x is the age of the individual, and z is the
sex, is the average across the genetic variation in the
population; the mortality probability for a particular
individual also incorporates the effect of its genome
(see Genetics).
We use a Weibull function (McCallum 2000) to in-
clude the effect of age on the instantaneous death rate.
The age-specific death rate at age x, also known as the
hazard function in the survival literature, is
k21kr(rx) (5)
where r is the rate and k is the shape parameter. If k
. 1, the death rate increases with age; if k , 1, the
death rate decreases with age. When k 5 1, the death
rate is a constant and the distribution of survival times
reduces to the exponential distribution. By changing k
for first part of the age range, we can let the instan-
taneous death rate decrease with age as a result of
increasing experience (e.g., habitat selection), and dur-
ing the last part of the age range, we can let the in-
stantaneous death rate increase as a result of senes-
cence, where x* is the age in years at which senescence
starts affecting survival.
The model uses discrete time steps, so we calculate the
probability of dying from age x to x 1 1 when rainfall
is not limiting (i.e., R 5 `), `,x,z, from Eq. 5:m
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x11
k21m¯ 5 1 2 exp 2 kr(ru) du`,x,z E[ ]
x
k k(rx) 2[r(x11)]5 1 2 e . (6)
where u is a temporary integration variable.
In general, the survival probability of females is
higher than that of males, and the survival probability
of pouch young and young-at-foot is lower than that
of adults. Survival in juveniles is lowest in late pouch
life and among young-at-foot (Frith and Sharman 1964,
Newsome 1965, Shepherd 1987, Pople 1996). In the
model, we therefore assume that, given the mother
stays alive, young only die of natural causes at 5–12
months of age (i.e., R,x,z 5 0 for x , 5 months). Thism
limits females to attempting to rear a maximum of three
offspring each year.
We assume that rainfall causes mortality to decrease
from an upper limit ( 0,x,z) to a lower limit when rainfallm
is not limiting (Eq. 6; `,x,z) along a logistic curvem
(McCallum 1995):
a 1Rbx,z x,ze
1 2 m 5 (1 2 m )R,x,z `,x,z a 1Rb1 2x,z x,z1 1 e
or
a 1Rbx x1 1 m e`,x,z
m 5 (7)R,x,z a 1Rbx x1 1 e
where bx,z determines the slope (the estimation of this
parameter is described in Appendix A), and ax,z is re-
lated to the maximum mortality (m0,x, z) by the following
relationship:
m 2 10,x,z
a 5 ln . (8)x,z 1 2m 2 m`,x,z 0,x,z
This means that, in years of high rainfall, kangaroos
experience the lowest mortality (m`,x,z) probability for
a given age and sex, but with decreasing annual rainfall,
the mortality increases to m0,x,z. How much the mortality
increases depends on the degree of drought resistance
(see Genetics and Appendix B).
Pouch young and young-at-foot experience a second
independent mortality event, the density-dependent
phase, in which mortality rates depend on the abundance
of the kangaroo population. In our model, the density-
dependent mortality of juveniles, mn, increases exponen-
tially with kangaroo abundance, n, at rate v:
2 nvm 5 1 2 e . (9)n
Growth
In our model we used head length as a surrogate of
kangaroo size. We used head length rather than mass
because head length cannot decrease as a result of
unfavorable environmental conditions. Head length
also continues to increase well after maturity and to
a greater extent than limb measurements such as pes
length (Ealey 1967). We modeled growth of head
length with the von Bertalanffy equation (Koojiman
1993):
2c(x2x )0y 5 y [1 2 e ] (10)x `
where yx is the head length of an individual at age x,
y` is the asymptotic head length, c is a growth rate,
and x0 is a shift parameter to allow head length at age
0 to be greater than zero. It is straightforward to re-
arrange Eq. 10 into a form that estimates the increment
of growth over a single time step starting from size yt
(McCallum 1995):
2cDy 5 (y 2 y )(1 2 e ). (11)` t
Growth is also influenced by rainfall, R, and the
growth increment is reduced by a fraction:
2hRDy 5 Dy(1 2 ge ) (12)R
where g and h are parameters determining the shape
of the exponential curve. Under good conditions, in-
dividual growth follows the von Bertalanffy growth
equation (DyR → Dy), but with decreasing rainfall, the
growth slows down and reaches zero in severe
droughts (DyR → 0). For a small number of the extreme
parameter combinations in the sensitivity analysis,
Eq. 12 leads to small negative growth increments un-
der the most severe drought conditions used in the
model (annual rainfall ,55 mm, ,1% of years). In
these circumstances, the growth increment was round-
ed to zero.
Dispersal
Refuge and harvested populations undergo the same
population processes and are affected by the same en-
vironmental conditions (i.e., rainfall). At every time
step, individuals disperse from the refuge population
(NH) to the harvested population (H) and vice versa.
We assume that this movement is determined by: (1)
the basic dispersal rate, «H→NH, or «NH→H, (2) the pro-
portion of males among migrants, u, and (3) the ratio
of the kangaroo numbers in both populations. Therefore
the individual dispersal rate for males is
N NH NH« 5 u« « 5 u« (13)1 H→NH 2 NH→HN NNH H
and for females it is
NH« 5 (1 2 u)«1 H→NH NNH
NNH« 5 (1 2 u)« (14)2 NH→H NH
where NH and NNH are the number of kangaroos in the
harvested population and refuge population, respec-
tively. The dispersal rate for any particular sex or di-
rection, «, is converted to the probability that an in-
dividual will disperse in a single time step, p(dispersal)
using the following equation:
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2«p(dispersal) 5 1 2 e . (15)
Because p(dispersal) depends on the ratio of the kan-
garoo numbers in both populations, the smaller pop-
ulation acts as a sink and the larger population as a
source until both populations are equal in size. This
mechanism is consistent with the concept of an ideal
free distribution, in which foragers redistribute them-
selves so that the resource exploitation rate is the same
for all animals (Fretwell and Lucas 1970). The rate «
is kept small to reduce the likelihood of time-delayed
fluctuations in population size.
In real kangaroo populations, movement between
harvested and refuge areas is likely to be influenced
by differences in habitat quality. Harvesting often con-
centrates in open, more easily accessible areas, which
seem to be more favorable for red kangaroos compared
to refuge areas. In the model, we can account for a
dispersal preference by using different values for «H→NH
and «NH→H in Eqs. 13 and 14.
Genetics
In life history theory, it is usually assumed that
growth is a trade-off with survival, such that the cost
of being large is a reduced survival probability (Roff
1992, Stearns 1992). In the absence of such trade-offs,
there would be a tendency for fixation at the highest
possible trait values. Kangaroo surveys over many
years suggest that, in drought years, large individuals
are more likely to die than smaller ones. Furthermore,
reproductive success is positively correlated with size:
size influences mating success in males, whereas size
effects initiation of maturity in females. Hence, it ap-
pears that there is a trade-off between size and drought
resistance in kangaroos, but as far as we know, details
on the underlying genetics of this trade-off are un-
known. Our goal was to examine the ability of dispersal
from nonharvested populations to buffer this trade-off
against selection pressure imposed by size-selective
harvesting. We employed simulation-based quantita-
tive genetic modeling to generate a range of possible
evolutionary responses to harvesting.
We assume that drought resistance and size are ad-
ditive, quantitative traits. The genome is diploid, with
characters being modeled by 20 diallelic autosomal loci
with free recombination among them. All of the loci
are pleiotropic; at every locus, the allele increasing
growth also decreases drought resistance, so that there
is always a complete trade-off between the characters
(genetic correlation of negative one). Each parent con-
tributes 50% to the genes of their offspring, chosen at
random from the alleles at each locus. Thus, if an in-
dividual homozygous for drought resistance (i.e., all
drought resistance alleles) mates with an individual ho-
mozygous for size alleles, the resulting offspring will
have half dought resistance alleles and half size alleles.
There is no dominance between alleles; trait ex-
pression depends entirely on the number of alleles for
each trait that an individual possesses. Thus, the degree
of drought resistance depends on the total number of
drought resistance alleles in the whole genome, where-
as the growth rate depends on the total number of
‘‘size’’ alleles. Higher or lower numbers of alleles are
mapped to trait values using an inverse normal distri-
bution. Genotypes of the population at the beginning
of the simulation were sampled independently among
loci such that the expected allele frequency at each
locus was 0.5. Model runs based on 100 loci for each
trait resulted in the same equilibrium allele frequency
as runs using 20 loci, but it took longer to reach the
equilibrium. Therefore, we have limited our analyses
to 20 loci for the sake of simplicity.
Size genes.—In our model there are two benefits of
increased growth rate. First, male size is correlated with
mating success (Walker 1995). If two or more males
compete for access to a female, the largest one usually
wins. This does not mean that small individuals are
excluded from mating, but their probability of mating
successfully is reduced compared to that of larger coun-
terparts. Second, age at maturity depends on size. Larg-
er females tend to reach maturity earlier than smaller
individuals. In the model the genetic make up of an
individual determines size at birth and the age at which
individuals reach the sex-specific asymptotic size.
Size genes could influence growth in different ways.
In this model we consider two different mechanisms.
First, we assume that the entire growth curve is shifted
up or down depending on the frequency of size genes.
This means that an individual with a small number of
size genes starts out small and never catches up in size
relative to an individual with many size genes. Second,
we assume that the number of size genes determines
the growth rate, c, in Eq. 10. Following this latter as-
sumption, individuals approach the same asymptotic
head size at different rates. The number of size genes
is mapped to asymptotic size, y`, or growth rate, c,
associated with a particular number of size genes using
an inverse Gaussian function with mean y¯`, or c¯, and
standard deviation, sgrowth. The exact value for an in-
dividual depends on the number of size alleles (S) that
they have relative to the maximum possible (Smax),
21y 5 y¯ 1 s F (S /S ) (16)` ` growth max
where F21 is the inverse normal distribution function.
Using the baseline parameters, the effect of the dif-
ferent number of size genes causes the asymptotic male
head size to vary between 168 mm (no size alleles)
and 201 mm (100% size alleles) in the first growth
model. Under the second growth model, male kanga-
roos reach 170 mm head size between 3 and 12 years
of age (100% and 0% size alleles, respectively).
Drought resistance genes.—Annual rainfall greatly
influences water availability and plant growth and, con-
sequently, kangaroo mortality (Bayliss 1985). There-
fore, in this paper we use drought resistance as being
analogous to stress tolerance caused by poor nutrition
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TABLE 2. Starting conditions of all simulations.
Parameter Term Value PDF†
Number of males
Number of females
Proportion of size alleles
nmales
nfemales
g
50
50
0.5
constant
constant
Beta (5, 5)
† Probability distribution function for the sensitivity analysis.
and dehydration. The number of ‘‘drought resistance’’
alleles results in a particular survival rate in exactly
the same manner as for growth effects (see Eq. 16),
but with mean R,x,z (see Eq. 7), and standard deviationm
sdrought. We model the increasing influence of drought
resistance allele with decreasing rainfall by increasing
sdrought as rainfall decreases. Therefore, in a run of
‘‘good’’ years there is no advantage to having drought
resistance alleles, because the survival of all individ-
uals of the same sex and age is virtually the same. See
Appendix C for a more detailed description of how
sdrought influences survival.
Sensitivity analysis
Our model is very complex and there is considerable
uncertainty in estimates of the input parameters. We
want to know how changes in the input parameters
would alter the model predictions. Sometimes the effect
of changing one parameter value depends on the values
of other parameters. The technique that we used is
called Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) and is de-
scribed in Appendix D. It has been used in the analysis
of complex ecological models elsewhere (Rushton et
al. 2000a, b). We consider four scenarios within which
the parameters are varied: (1) size alleles determine
asymptotic growth, no dispersal from nonharvested
population; (2) size alleles determine growth rate, no
dispersal from nonharvested population; (3) size alleles
determine asymptotic growth, dispersal from nonhar-
vested population; or (4) size alleles determine growth
rate, dispersal from nonharvested population.
We also varied the initial proportion of size genes
in the population (Table 2). We keep track of genetic
changes by examining the number of size alleles as a
proportion of its maximum (S). For example, S 5 0.6
means that kangaroos have, on average, 60% size al-
leles and 40% drought resistance alleles. To allow the
allele frequency to stabilize in the absence of harvest-
ing, the populations were not harvested in the first 100
years. We calculated S in the year before harvesting
commences (S1) and after 100 years of harvesting (S2),
and used the difference in S (DS 5 S2 2 S1) as an
indicator for the magnitude of genetic change. A neg-
ative value of DS indicates that kangaroos grow more
slowly or have a lower asymptotic size. We also present
results for the effect of harvesting on abundance in the
harvested population, calculated as the difference be-
tween the population size at the onset of harvesting
(n1) and abundance after 100 years of harvesting (n2),
Dn 5 n2 2 n1.
The relationship between variation in the input pa-
rameters and the magnitude of genetic change is quan-
tified with Partial Rank Correlation Coefficients
(PRCC; Blower and Dowlatibadi 1994). Although we
calculated PRCCs for all combinations of inputs and
outputs, for the sake of brevity we present only the
values for the combinations that we are most interested
in: the effect of management controls and dispersal
rates. We plot the relationship between inputs and DS
or Dn only for combinations with correlations signif-
icant at P , 0.01. Note that the graphs do show the
median genetic or abundance change for all parameter
combinations; we simply are not presenting them as
functions of inputs with weak relationships or that are
beyond the control of managers.
Heritability estimates
The magnitude of a genetic response to selection
depends on the amount of additive genetic variation
that contributes to the overall phenotypic variation ob-
served and the heritability of that additive genetic var-
iation. Therefore we calculated the heritability of the
rate of growth to maturity (calculated as size at ma-
turity/age at maturity), using all females maturing be-
tween year 50 and year 100 in a single baseline run, a
total of 3926 individuals. We calculated an offspring–
midparent regression (Hartl and Clark 1989), which is
the phenotypic covariance between the average growth
rate to maturity of the two parents and the growth rate
to maturity of their offspring, divided by the phenotypic
variance of growth rate to maturity. We then calculated
a bootstrap standard error for this estimate using 1000
bootstrap replicates.
RESULTS
The population dynamics of the simulated kangaroo
populations are strongly influenced by annual rainfall.
In years of high rainfall, the population size increases;
in drought years, the numbers sharply decrease (Fig.
1). This pattern is consistent with that observed in nat-
ural populations (Caughley et al. 1984, Bayliss 1985,
1987, Cairns and Grigg 1993). Harvesting reduces sim-
ulated kangaroo abundance, and kangaroo numbers
fluctuate around a lower mean value.
Despite the large fluctuation in population numbers,
the average allele frequency across loci is quite stable
prior to the onset of harvesting (Fig. 2). However, with
no dispersal between populations and the highest min-
imum size for harvesting (ymin), the proportion of size
alleles decreases markedly in the harvested population
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FIG. 1. Simulated population dynamics of red kangaroos
(solid line) and the corresponding rainfall (gray bars). Har-
vesting commences after 100 years, size alleles determine
asymptotic growth, and there is no dispersal from the non-
harvested population.
FIG. 2. Average number of size alleles as a proportion of
the maximum number for the harvested (solid line) and the
nonharvested population (dotted line) when harvesting is
maximally size selective. Harvesting commences after 100
simulated years, with minimum size ymin 5 35 kg, size alleles
determine asymptotic growth, and there is no dispersal be-
tween populations.
after harvesting commences, whereas the proportion of
size alleles in the refuge population remains unchanged
(Fig. 2). A reduction in the proportion of size alleles
(DS , 0) means that size-selective harvesting reduces
the average age-specific size of kangaroos. This result
is consistent with data on heavily harvested populations
of several different aquatic species (see review in Rat-
ner and Lande 2001). As a result of the particular trade-
off chosen in our model, size-selective harvesting also
increases the degree of drought resistance (or stress
tolerance). In the scenarios with dispersal between the
refuge population and the harvested population, the
median proportion of size alleles remains at about the
pre-harvesting level in both populations (DS ø 0). In
the majority of runs, the change in allele frequency due
to harvesting does not disappear after the cessation of
harvesting.
We used the sensitivity analysis to evaluate (1) how
sensitive the model predictions are to the uncertainty
in the parameter estimates, and (2) the ability of man-
agement controls to counteract the effect of size-se-
lective harvesting. Kangaroo managers can manipulate
the harvesting rate, q, the size distribution of harvested
animals (i.e., ymin), and they can set aside harvest ref-
uges. In scenarios with no dispersal from harvest ref-
uges, 100 years of size-selective harvesting resulted in
a reduced proportion of size genes (median DS , 0)
in 85% of the runs, with 37% decreasing by 20.1 or
more (Fig. 3A, B). The largest change was 20.35. The
partial rank correlation coefficients (PRCCs; Table 3)
indicate that the proportion of size alleles decreases
with increasing harvesting rate (q) and increasing min-
imum size (ymin) for both growth models (PRCCs , 0).
Increasing the harvesting rate has a relatively larger
effect than increasing the minimum size (see also Fig.
3A, B).
In contrast, in the scenarios with dispersal from har-
vest refuges, only 54% of runs had a reduced proportion
of size alleles, with only 2% of runs with a reduction
greater than 20.1 (Fig. 3). The largest reduction was
20.19. The dispersal rate from the harvesting popu-
lation into the refuge population, «H→NH, has a small
negative effect on the reduction of size genes (Table
3; Fig. 3C) when size alleles influence the asymptotic
size. The minimum harvested size (ymin) also has a sig-
nificant negative effect on the median change in both
growth models (Table 3), but the magnitude is consid-
erably smaller than that observed when there is no
dispersal (Fig. 3D).
The effect of harvesting on the change in abundance
is very consistent between growth models and the pres-
ence of harvest refuges. Increasing the harvest quota
results in a greater decrease in abundance in all sce-
narios (Fig. 4A,C, Table 3). Increasing the minimum
harvested size (ymin) reduces the change in abundance
in all scenarios (Fig. 4B,D, Table 3). The effect of
harvesting on abundance is not greatly affected by the
presence of harvest refuges; the median change in
abundance is 2102 without harvest refuges and 289
with refuges.
The heritability of growth rate to maturity for fe-
males in the model is 0.14 (bootstrap SE 0.008).
DISCUSSION
It is believed that refuges help to preserve genetic
diversity and to maintain population size and age struc-
ture, which are thought to permit evolutionarily adap-
tive responses in the face of environmental uncertainty
(Carr and Reed 1993, Quinn et al. 1993). This paper
assesses the value of refuges to prevent evolutionary
change due to size-selective harvesting. Our model
suggests that it is likely that size-selective harvesting
reduces the proportion of size alleles when the entire
population is subject to harvesting. Moderate dispersal
from nonharvested areas has the potential to counteract
this directional change toward smaller kangaroo sizes.
These results are not an artifact of random genetic drift
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FIG. 3. Influence of size-selective harvesting on the frequency distribution of size alleles of the scenarios with no dispersal
(A, B) and with dispersal from harvest refuges (C, D). Each symbol is the median of the 20 replicate runs at a single parameter
set; all 150 parameter sets are shown in each panel. Open circles (solid lines) indicate the runs where the size alleles determine
the growth rate, c, and the open triangles (dashed lines) indicate those runs where the size alleles determine the asymptotic
size, y`. The lines are created using a smooth spline function. Variation around the line is due to variation in the parameters
other than the one displayed. DS specifies the change in the proportion of size alleles after 100 years of harvesting; there is
no change if DS 5 0. Parameter values for harvesting rate (q), the minimum size (ymin), and the dispersal rate from the
harvested population into the nonharvested population («H→NH) are expressed as standard deviations above or below the mean
(0 indicates the mean parameter value).
TABLE 3. Partial rank correlation coefficients (PRCC).
Parameter
Size
alleles→
No dispersal
DS Dn
With dispersal
DS Dn
q c
y`
20.58
20.49
20.23
20.25
20.16
20.02
20.36
20.42
ymin c
y`
20.32
20.32
0.36
0.36
20.32
20.29
0.26
0.24
«H→NH c
y`
20.14
20.33
20.02
0.05
«NH→H c
y`
0.01
20.10
0.05
20.06
Note: Boldface indicates results significant at the 0.01 level
and shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
in small populations. First, our model includes bal-
ancing selection, which has a stabilizing effect on allele
frequency. Second, DS did not change if we ran the
model without harvesting and adjusting the degree of
density dependence in juveniles such that the average
population size ø100 (results not shown). Third, ran-
dom genetic drift would equally likely result in fixation
of size or drought resistance alleles, resulting a large
scatter around the zero line in Fig. 3A and B. In con-
trast, in our simulations DS significantly decreases with
increasing harvesting rate and increasing degree of size
selectivity. Finally, the sensitivity analysis is based on
the median of 20 replicate runs at each parameter com-
bination. Genetic drift would lead to random variation
around the median response, but it should be equally
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FIG. 4. Effect of size-selective harvesting on the median change in abundance (Dn) between the onset of harvesting and
100 years later. All symbols and lines are as in Fig. 3.
likely to be in either direction, and therefore the median
should be a good representation of how the model is
responding to changes in parameters despite random
drift in genetics and demographic stochasticity in abun-
dance.
Hale (2001) examined the genetic diversity of red
kangaroos and wallaroos (Macropus robustus) by an-
alyzing allozymes and microsatellite loci. He did not
find any significant differences in levels of allelic di-
versity between nonharvested and harvested areas. In
his analysis he included samples from areas with har-
vesting rates close to 30%. These results might lead to
the conclusion that size-selective harvesting is not af-
fecting allele frequencies in kangaroos. Our model
highlights two alternative explanations for Hale’s
(2001) findings:
1) Currently the size of the nonharvested area and
the dispersal rate between harvested and nonharvested
populations are sufficiently large to counteract the ef-
fect of size-selective harvesting. This situation may
change. There is a movement to promote kangaroo
products (Grigg 1988, 1997, Grigg et al. 1995, Switala
1995, Grigg and Pople 2001), which might result in a
decreasing refuge area. A large percentage of the kan-
garoo population is not harvested because they live in
areas where harvesting it is not economical because of
poor accessibility (remoteness, difficult terrain, thick
vegetation, or poor road network). Ron Hacker (un-
published manuscript) estimates that currently in New
South Wales $5% of the kangaroo population lives in
such ‘‘economical harvest refuges,’’ in addition to 3%
that live in national parks.
2) Our model suggests that the allele frequency
changes gradually. Consequently, effects on wild pop-
ulations will be detectable only over a long time. It
could be that the populations have not been exposed
to sufficient harvesting pressure long enough to gen-
erate any measurable change in the gene frequency.
Few estimates are available prior to 1980, so the his-
torical harvest rate that was imposed is unclear. Since
1980, the harvest rate has generally increased nation-
ally in Australia (Grigg and Pople 2001). However,
substantial harvest rates of kangaroos comparable to
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recent years have only been reported for some states
(Pople and Grigg 1998).
Our model is tailored to the biology of kangaroo
populations, but we believe that the value of harvest
refuges demonstrated in our model would hold for a
wide range of species that have to cope with a highly
stochastic food supply and that experience size-selec-
tive harvesting. The advantage of constructing a spe-
cies-specific model is that we know a great deal about
the population processes in the model and our param-
eter estimates are based on empirical studies. This is
particularly important because of the large uncertainty
involved in modeling the genetics. The underlying ge-
netics determining body size and the interactions with
other traits are largely unknown. We now discuss the
different aspects of this uncertainty.
Heritability of body size.—Heritability is the pro-
portion of phenotypic variation due to the additive ef-
fect of genes. There is an additive genetic component
to size variation (Gjedrem 1983, 1986). Roff (2000)
reviewed the heritability of size at maturity for a variety
of species and reported values as low as 0.09 to as high
as 0.90. The heritability of body size in natural fish
populations is likely to be in the range of 0.2–0.3
(Stokes and Law 2000). Most studies on heritability of
body size are concerned with size at maturity. In our
model, size at maturity is determined by Eq. 3. What
changes is how quickly individuals reach a particular
size. The overall heritability of growth rate to maturity
(0.14) created by our genetic model is comparable, al-
beit at the low end of the range, with that observed in
natural populations. If the heritability is excessively
large, the model is overestimating the response to se-
lective harvesting, whereas if it is too small, the model
is underestimating the response. Unfortunately no in-
formation exists on the heritability of size for kanga-
roos.
Growth model.—A common assumption in life his-
tory models is that all individuals follow more or less
the same growth trajectory (Roff 1992, 2000, Klin-
genberg and Spence 1997). In this case, differences in
adult size are caused by different birth sizes or variation
in developmental time. Alternatively, evolution could
act on selecting for different intrinsic growth rates
(Arendt 1997). For most species, including kangaroos,
we do not know which is more important. In our model
we mimic both life history tactics by assuming that the
number of size genes determines either the asymptotic
size or the growth rate. The sensitivity analysis of our
model suggests that the way in which genes control
growth does not strongly influence the selection for
smaller body size due to size-selective harvesting.
Genetic trade-off.—Life history theory is based on
the hypothesis that evolution is constrained by the pres-
ence of trade-offs among some of the traits that con-
tribute to fitness (Roff 1992, Stearns 1992). One com-
monly assumed trade-off is that between size and sur-
vival, with the fitness trade-off arising from a corre-
lation between fecundity and body size. In kangaroos,
larger body size decreases age at maturity (Dawson
1995) and increases male mating success because larger
males are more successful in competing for females
(Moss 1995, Walker 1995).
In our model we assume that size is traded off with
survival under drought conditions. We consider annual
rainfall as an indicator of food and water availability,
which in our model influences growth, reproduction
(via juvenile survival), and adult survival. We used
drought resistance as a trade-off, rather than the age-
dependent survival probability, for two reasons.
First, Tenhumberg et al. (2000) found that optimal
life history strategies depend on whether individuals
have a constant or stochastically varying food supply.
Thus, kangaroos and other animals living in arid en-
vironments with a highly stochastic food supply are
likely to have evolved appropriate life history strate-
gies. By using drought resistance as a trade-off, we
examined the effect of this stochastic selection pressure
on the genetic response to size-selective harvesting.
One alternative would be to allow the age-dependent
survival probability to respond to genetic variation.
This would disadvantage ‘‘large’’ individuals every
year independent of the environmental conditions, re-
sulting in a much stronger selection pressure for being
small, and a more rapid evolutionary response to se-
lective harvesting. Using an alternative trade-off would
not alter our qualitative conclusions, because the aim
of our model is not to make quantitative predictions
about genetic change, but to evaluate the potential of
harvest refuges as a management strategy to minimize
the risk and amount of change in the allele frequency.
Second, Arendt (1997) and Reznick et al. (2000)
review empirical evidence that, in a great many species,
the cost of rapid growth is a reduced ability to respond
to environmental stress, such as nutrient stress. Ex-
amples of stress-tolerant, relatively slow-growing spe-
cies include lizards, frogs, snails, insects, and birds.
Slow growth allows organisms that experience nutrient
stress to use what nutrients are available most effi-
ciently and to survive longer. In kangaroos, drought
reduces the availability of water and food, resulting in
increased mortality. Starving kangaroos are also par-
ticularly susceptible to hypothermia. Stress-resistant
kangaroos might use nutrients to build a heavy fur or
to develop greater fat reserves in favor of rapid growth.
A range of possible physiological and behavioral dif-
ferences is possible.
CONCLUSIONS
This study suggests that size-selective harvesting can
result in smaller kangaroos of a given age with higher
survival probability under drought conditions. The ef-
fect of size-selective harvesting increases with increas-
ing harvesting rate and minimum size of the harvested
animals. In scenarios with moderate dispersal from a
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nonharvested population, virtually all effects of har-
vesting on genetic structure disappear.
This paper highlights a potential conflict in sustain-
able use of wild life populations. Restricting harvesting
to individuals with a high minimum size is commonly
done to ensure the viability of a population. As a side
effect, the balance of natural section changes to favor
individuals with slower growth. Genetic change does
not necessarily reduce the viability of a population. In
the eyes of some kangaroo harvesters or conservation
biologists, it would be beneficial to change the balance
in favor of kangaroos with higher drought resistance
because this would decrease the variance in the pop-
ulation dynamics of kangaroos. However, in a multi-
trait system, both positive and negative correlations can
occur despite underlying physiological trade-off be-
tween pairs of traits (Charlesworth 1980, Charnov
1989). For example, Stokes and Law (2000) argue that
genetic changes caused by size-selective harvesting in
fish are large enough to affect the productivity of fish-
eries.
Because it is likely that there will be complex in-
teractions between traits not considered in this paper,
a precautionary management approach would be to
minimize any genetic change, especially if we do not
know that cessation of harvesting will reverse selection
back to the original state (Stokes and Law 2000). Our
model suggests that setting aside harvest refuges as a
management strategy has a great potential to resolve
this conflict. In order to determine the appropriate size
and distribution of harvest refuges in the landscape,
we need a better understanding of dispersal in the spe-
cies in question, and the strength of selection under
different harvesting regimes (i.e., different combina-
tions of dispersal rates and degrees of size selectivity).
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APPENDIX A
Equations, regression tables, and graphs of parameter estimation for kangaroo maturity, mortality, and growth are available
in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E085-056-A1.
APPENDIX B
A graph of kangaroo survival probabilities is available in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E085-056-
A2.
APPENDIX C
A model and graph of the genetics of drought resistance are available in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives
E085-056-A3.
APPENDIX D
A discussion of sensitivity analysis is available in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E085-056-A4.
